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Abstract- From the practical experience regarding maintenance and service life of power transformers, it is important to know the state of 

degradation (ageing) of the solid insulation and oil transformer. Therefore, it is important to study and analyse how certain factors 

influence the dielectric properties of insulating materials used in electrical power transformers.  This work proposes the experimental study 
of the behaviour of cellulose type solid materials used to insulate electrical transformers. The aim was to consider the hygroscopicity of 

cellulose-based products, the influence of temperature, humidity on the insulation resistance, dielectric strength and proof tracking index 
(PTI) in humid conditions. Experimental determinations were carried out in the framework of the RENAR accredited laboratory within 

ICMET Craiova. Experimental results have showed that environmental factors (low temperature -40°C and damp heat steady state for 24 hours at 
70°C and relative humidity of 95%) strongly negatively influenced some dielectric properties such as insulation resistance and the PTI. 
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1. Introduction 

It is known from the practice of operation and maintenance of 

electrical equipment (transformers, motors and generators, etc.) that 
to ensure safe operation and functionality it is necessary to know, 

among other things, the condition of the insulation system, because 

about 40% of defects which occur in operation are due to insulation 
failures, in some cases approaching even close to 100% [1, 2]. 

The electrical insulating materials, used in different insulation 

systems, are subjected  both in the manufacturing process and also 

during operation  to various, more or less accidental, long or short-

term stresses, etc. such as: mechanical, electrical, thermal stresses, 
due to the environment, radiation, etc. The effect of these stresses 

leads to the appearance of physical-chemical changes that produce a 

worsening of the dielectric properties [39]. 

Therefore, the study on how some factors such as temperature 
and humidity can influence the properties of cellulose-type solid 

electrical insulating materials used for the insulation system of 
power transformers is recommended and of interest. 

Cellulose-based products such as pressboard, trafoboard, 
NOMEX paper are commonly used as cellulose-type materials for 

the solid insulation of electrical power transformers. 

This work proposes the experimental study of the influence of 
environmental factors (temperature, humidity) on important 

dielectric properties of cellulose type insulating materials given their 
hygroscopicity (insulation resistance, dielectric strength and proof 

tracking index - PTI in humid conditions). 

The following materials were studied: pressboard, NOMEX 

paper, trafoboard (1-3 mm), 0.05 mm transformer paper. 

They were conditioned in climate chambers manufactured by 

VÖTSCH Germany (cold for 24 hours at a temperature of 40°C and 

damp heat steady state for 24 hours at a temperature of 70°C and 

relative humidity of 95%).  

Experimental determinations of dielectric strength were carried 
out with a 50 kV station, by applying a sinusoidal AC voltage with a 

frequency of 50 Hz between two circular electrodes with a diameter 
of 75 mm. 

A tracking tester produced by the Italian company 
GALBUSERA was used to determine the PTI – the resistance to 

leakage currents on the surface of insulating cellulose materials in 
humid conditions - an important test but rarely present in the 

literature. 

Both the climatic conditioning of the cellulosic materials and the 
experimental determinations were carried out in the RENAR 

accredited laboratory within the National Research, Development 

and Testing Institute for Electrical Engineering - ICMET Craiova. 

2. General aspects regarding cellulose-based 

electrical insulating materials 

Cellulose is essentially a linear, macromolecular polymer with 
molecules that form concentrated bundles in the form of thin tubes 

(known as micelles). By joining these very thin tubes, fibres with 
lengths of the order of mm and with a very small diameter of the 

order of 70μm are achieved. Pores appear between the yarns, which 

can reach up to 40-50% of the volume of the material, this structure 
explains the high porosity and hygroscopicity of cellulose-based 

materials (paper and cardboard) [3,10,11]. 

The dielectric properties of cellulose-based materials are known 
to vary very much with density, moisture content, temperature, 

frequency of the electric field, etc. 

Also, cellulosic insulating materials may undergo ageing 
processes resulting in the degradation of dielectric properties due to 

climatic, electrical, radio-chemical, biochemical or mechano-

chemical ageing phenomena [3]. 

Thus, in the case of electrical insulating materials, as mentioned 
above, degradation, ageing and, consequently, the loss of important 

dielectric properties is favoured by the presence of certain disturbing 
factors. 

For example, the resistivity of electrical insulating materials, 

such as cellulose, depends on the presence of impurities, 

temperature, humidity, etc. 

The increase in temperature is also known to intensify the 
movement of charge carriers (ions in the crystal grid) and decreases 

resistivity. 

Moisture, especially in hygroscopic materials such as cellulose 
and cellulose-based products, leads to an increase in the number of 

carriers, which has the effect of reducing resistivity. 

 The dielectric strength, in the case of solid electrical insulating 
materials, is influenced by the chemical structure and composition, 

the environment, the temperature, the degree of humidity. 

Regarding the cellulosic materials, which have a porous 

structure, the dielectric strength is lower than in the case of materials 
which have a compact structure. 

Also, the increase of the humidity degree due to the 

hygroscopicity of the cellulose-based products, leads to the 
appearance of some phenomena of intensification of the conduction 

process and obviously to a decrease of the dielectric rigidity [11,12]. 
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3. Materials to be studied 

Solid cellulosic type electrical insulating materials were used for 

this study in the construction of the insulation system of electrical 

transformers used in the power transmission and distribution 
network. 

3.1 NOMEX paper 

NOMEX paper is made of two types of aromatic polyamide 

polymer, provides high electrical insulation, good mechanical 
strength, behaves well in the presence of solvents and is very 

resistant to acid and alkaline solutions. It is not sensitive to moisture, 
is non-toxic, flame retardant, has very strong dielectric strength and 

intrinsic mechanical strength (resistance to breakage and wear). It 
has a good dielectric strength Estr = 18-40 kV / mm [13]. 

3.2 Pressboard 

The pressboard, known in the literature as electrotechnical 

cardboard, is made of very thin layers of paper, pressed wet. It has 
good dielectric and mechanical properties, it is resistant to the action 

of transformer oil, which is important in its use in the insulation of 
electrical transformers with oil. It has a density between 1.2 .. 1.3 kg 

/ dm3 and a dielectric strength Estr = 9..12 MV/m [11]. 

3.3 Trafoboard 

Trafoboard is used as the basic insulating material in power, 
distribution and special transformers. It has a good electrical and 

mechanical resistance. 

4. Experimental determinations 

4.1 Thermal conditioning of materials 

The climatic conditioning of the cellulosic materials as well as 
the experimental determinations were carried out in the RENAR 

accredited laboratory within the National Research, Development 
and Testing Institute for Electrical Engineering - ICMET Craiova. 

Material samples measuring (10 x 10) cm were used. 

Tested materials were thermally preconditioned to cold (at a 

temperature of 40°C for 24 h in a climate chamber of type 

VÖTSCH C180) and to damp heat steady state (temperature of 70°C, 

relative humidity 95% for 24 h in a climate chamber of type 
VÖTSCH VC4060) [14,15]. 

The fig.1 shows the used climatic chambers. 

To determine the proof tracking index, the studied samples of 

cellulose type materials were conditioned for 24 hours in a climatic 
chamber at a constant temperature of 23°C and 50% humidity [16]. 

 
                  a)                                                   b) 

Fig.1 Climatic chambers that were used: a) Climatic chamber type 
VÖTSCH C180; b) Climatic chamber type VÖTSCH VC 4060 

4.2 Determination of insulation resistance 

The measurement of the insulation resistance of the samples was 

carried out by placing them between two circular electrodes with a 
diameter of 75 mm, between which a continuous voltage of 1000 V 

was applied, except the insulating paper with a thickness of 0.05 
mm, which was tested at 500 V. 

The experimental determinations were performed with a 

METRISO 5000D-PI Megohmmeter. 

The achieved values are presented in Table 1.  

Table1: Experimental results for determination of the insulation resistance 

Type 
Thick-
ness 
[mm] 

Insulation resistance [MΩ] 

Labora-
tory test 

trial 

Test after 

cold 
conditionning 

24h, 40° 

Test after 
conditioning 
in continuous 

humid heat 
24h, 

temperature 
70°C, relative 
humidity 95% 

Pressboard 0.35 18.5 0.79 0.63 

NOMEX 0.2 13.8 ·103 10.7·103 9.3·103 

Transformer 
paper 

0.05 19.7 1.5 2.07 

Trafoboard 1 220 12.6 9.79 

Trafoboard 1.5 290 28.4 12.3 

Trafoboard 2 330 36.9 10.8 

Trafoboard 3 349 119 26.1 

 

4.3 Determination of dielectric strength 

The dielectric strength Estr represents the minimum value of the 

electric field intensity for which a material penetrates. It is 
determined as the ratio between the breakthrough voltage Ustr and 

the distance d between the electrodes (thickness of the material). 

  

The conditioned materials were afterwards subjected to an 

alternating voltage with a frequency of 50 Hz, generated by a 50 kV 
substation and applied between the same electrodes used to 

determine the dielectric strength. 

The values achieved experimentally are presented in Table 2. 

Table2: Experimental results for determination of the dielectric strength 

Type 
Thick-
ness 
[mm] 

The voltage at which the breakdown 
occurred [kV] 

Labora-
tory test 

trial 

Test after 
cold 

conditionning 

24h, 40° 

Test after 
conditioning 
in continuous 

humid heat 
24h, 

temperature 
70°C, 

relative 
humidity 

95% 

Pressboard 0.35 2 2 2 

NOMEX 0.2 12 12 12 

Transformer 

paper 
0.05 2 2 2 

Trafoboard 1 6 6 6.5 

Trafoboard 1.5 10 10 8 

Trafoboard 2 14 12.5 8 

Trafoboard 3 28 24 9.5 
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4.4 Experimental verification of proof tracking index (PTI) 

The proof tracking index (PTI) is the numerical value of the 

proof voltage in volts at which test specimens withstand the test 
period for 50 drops without tracking failure and without a persistent 

flame occurring [16]. 

The verification of PTI was performed according to the 
specifications provided in [16] using a tracking tester manufactured 

by GALBUSERA, Italy (Fig.2). 

. 

Fig.2 The  GALBUSERA tracking tester. 

For the performed tests a voltage of 400 V and a frequency of 50 

Hz were chosen, and the short-circuit current of the electrodes was 
set to 1 A. In principle, this test consists in wetting the surface of the 

sample between the electrodes with 50 drops of 0.1% ammonium 
chloride solution, drop by drop, at regular intervals (30 ± 5 s) and the 

drops must fall in the center of the surface between the electrodes 
from a height of 30 ± 40 mm [16]. 

The material samples were conditioned for 24 hours in a climatic 

chamber at a constant temperature of 23°C and 50% humidity.  

Prior to the start of the tests, a visual examination of the surface 

condition of each material was carried out in order to identify any 
non-uniformities on the surface to be tested. 

Fig.3 shows images during the PTI check. 

 

Fig.3 Images during the PTI tests. 

Fig. 4 shows the material samples after checking the proof 

tracking index (PTI). 

 

Fig.4 Samples of cellulosic material after PTI verification: a) pressboard; b) 

NOMEX; c) transformer paper 0.05 mm; d) trafoboard 1 mm;  e) trafoboard 
1.5 mm; f) trafoboard 2 mm; g) trafoboard 3 mm. 

Following the tests, the subsequent behaviours of the studied 

materials were observed:  

-In the case of the pressboard sample, at first some 
incandescences appeared which led to the ignition of the sample, but 

as it was wetted, the incandescence decreased in intensity and a 
sinuous path was formed between the electrodes, which is a 

perforation in the pressboard due to tracking between conducting 
parts [16]. 

-The NOMEX 0.2 mm paper initially ignited with flame, then 
incandescences appeared and the material between the electrodes 

burned, causing the tracking failure. 

- 0.05 mm insulating paper was moistened and perforated. It did 
not light up, but incandescence was observed. 

- In the case of the 1 mm trafoboard sample, the material around 

the electrodes was wetted and incandescence was maintained, which 
perforated the sample. 

- In the case of the 1.5 mm trafoboard sample, wetting of the 

material around the electrodes was observed and incandescence was 

maintained, which perforated the sample. 

- When testing the 2 mm trafoboard sample, the surface between 
the electrodes was moistened and blackened, and the incandescences 

determined an electrical erosion - wearing away insulating material 
by the action of electrical discharges [16] in the sample material. The 

sample was not penetrated. The erosion depth was 1.4 mm. 

- For the 3 mm trafoboard sample an air arc (arc between the 

electrodes above the surface of the sample [16]) formed on the wet 
surface between the electrodes and the ignition of the material in the 

vicinity of one of the electrodes was observed. The material burned, 
turned black, but the sample was not penetrated during the test. The 

erosion depth was 0.92 mm. 

5. Analysis of experimental results 

Important and interesting aspects can be seen in the 

determinations made on insulation resistance. 

By analyzing the achieved results (Table I) it can be observed 
that, due to the high hygroscopicity of the studied cellulose-based 

materials, substantial changes of insulation resistance occur, 
decreasing significantly from the order of hundreds of MΩ to tens of 

MΩ or in the case of pressboard below 1 MΩ. In the case of 
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NOMEX paper, there is no significant influence in the variation of 
the insulation resistance. 

By analyzing the results achieved in the determination of the 

dielectric strength (Table II) it can be seen first of all that the values 
of the breakdown voltage for the determinations carried out in the 

laboratory environment and with unconditioned materials are within 

the values known from the literature [11, 12] and from the technical 
data sheet of cellulosic electrical insulating materials [17]. 

One can also see that there are no substantial changes in the 

breakdown voltage of the tested materials following the thermal 
conditioning. 

In case of verification of the endurance index at surface runoff in 

humid conditions – the proof tracking index, according to the norms 
in force [16], the pressboard, the transformer paper with the 

thickness of 0.05 mm, the NOMEX paper and the trafoboard 

samples of 1 and 1.5 mm did not behave properly when checking the 
PTI because they penetrated at the 400 V applied voltage. 

6. Conclusions 

The aim of this paper was to study how certain environmental 
factors (humidity, high temperatures or low temperatures) can 

influence certain electrical properties, namely dielectric strength, 
insulation resistance and the PTI for some cellulose type materials 

(NOMEX paper, pressboard, trafoboard) used to insulate both dry 
and oil-based electrical transformers. 

A strong and negative influence of high or low temperatures and 

humidity was observed on the values of the insulation resistance at 

which strong decreases were reported (from hundreds of MΩ to tens 
or even a few MΩ). 

Regarding the proof tracking index PTI, only the samples of 

trafoboard with the thickness of 2 and 3 mm carried out well in terms 
of the requirements of the standard [16]. 

Future studies and analyses on the behaviour of solid cellulose 

insulation for power transformers will follow the effect over time of 
transformer oil on the properties of cellulose materials. 
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